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OVERVIEW   

 
Indian economic growth is expected to revive in the current fiscal, benefiting from a favourable base effect as well as measures announced by the new Government, although 
additional reforms are required to ensure that a sustained and broad-based recovery takes root. While sentiments brightened considerably post the Parliamentary Election results, 
the optimism was tempered by a weak start to the monsoon season. Following a decline in the monsoon and sowing deficits in August 2014, risks to the near term inflation outlook 
have abated somewhat. However, the monetary stance is expected to remain cautious to ensure progress towards the January 2016 goal of containing CPI inflation below 6.0% from 
the current level of 8.0%. External sector concerns are expected to remain muted in FY15, with capital inflows expected to comfortably cover the current account deficit and the 
recent rise in foreign exchange reserves. Moreover, the easing of crude oil prices is a positive for India’s inflation trajectory, current account deficit and fuel subsidies. Nevertheless, 
concerns persist regarding the extent and quality of fiscal consolidation that Government of India (GoI) would be able to achieve in the current fiscal year.   
 
GDP growth likely to rise to 5.5% in Q1FY15: ICRA expects the pace of growth of real GDP at factor cost to print at ~5.5% in Q1FY15 as compared to 4.6% in Q4FY14, with a pickup in 
industrial growth (~3.8% in Q1FY15; -0.2% in Q4FY14) partly benefiting from the favourable base effect. Moreover, the performance of the services sector is expected to remain 
steady (~6.5% in Q1FY15; 6.4% in Q4FY14), offset by a moderation in the growth of agriculture in Q1FY15 (~3.0%; 6.3% in Q4FY14). The Index of Industrial Production (IIP) indicates 
that manufacturing output rose by 3.1% in Q1FY15 following a contraction of 1.6% each in Q3FY14 and Q4FY14. Additionally, growth improved in Q1FY15 relative to the previous 
quarter for mining output and electricity generation, led by a pickup in coal production and thermal electricity generation, respectively. Lead indicators of service sector performance 
indicate a mixed trend for Q1FY15. The performance of railway-revenue carrying freight traffic, cargo handled at major ports, domestic cargo traffic, air passenger traffic and tourist 
arrivals improved in Q1FY15 as compared to Q4FY14. Moreover, the pace of growth of GoI’s revenue expenditure and the magnitude of FII inflows improved in Q1FY15 relative to the 
previous quarter. However, the pace of growth of Bank deposits, non food credit as well as services exports moderated in Q1FY15. Following a healthy rabi harvest, heavy rainfall and 
storms in the second half of May 2014 damaged crops in some regions, while the subsequent dry spell in June 2014 delayed the sowing of kharif crops, leading to the expectation of 
moderate agricultural growth in Q1FY15.  
 
Mild revival expected in economic growth to 5.3-5.5% in FY15 from 4.7% in FY14: Agricultural growth in 2014-15 is expected to range between 0.5-1.5%, with a weak performance in 
H2CY14 reflecting the unfavourable monsoon and delayed kharif sowing. As a result, rural consumer sentiment is expected to be subdued, notwithstanding income support programs 
such as NREGA. Additionally, elevated inflation (albeit lower than the levels seen in 2013-14) and sticky interest rates are expected to limit the improvement in urban consumption 
demand in the near term. However, certain sectors like passenger vehicles and commercial vehicles are likely to record a positive growth in FY15 given the pent up demand following 
the sustained contraction in FY14. Moreover, the contraction in gems & jewellery output would ease in FY15, benefitting from the base effect. On balance, we expect a mild 
improvement in manufacturing growth in FY15, following the contraction in FY14. 
 
The new Government has taken various steps to revive the investment cycle (including measures outlined in the Budget for 2014-15; recent Cabinet decisions regarding FDI) and 
remove impediments to projects under implementation (launching of online clearances for environmental and forest approvals). However, several key constraints are yet to be 
addressed, including issues related to rigid labour laws as well as the cost and duration of the process of land acquisition post the enactment of the Right to Fair Compensation and 
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Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013. The pace of resolution of various structural issues, simplification of business and taxation rules and fast-
tracking of approvals would keenly determine the strength and sustainability of a capex revival in India.  
 
ICRA expects GDP growth to dip in H2CY14, on account of a mild drag imposed by an inferior agricultural performance, subdued consumption demand and low hydroelectricity 
generation following the sub-par monsoon. In addition, a likely moderation in rise of exports would dampen GDP growth in the remainder of 2014-15. However, a strengthening of 
the reform momentum by the Government may support a nascent revival in investment activity and consumption sentiment in the latter part of this fiscal year, boosting GDP growth 
in Q4FY15. Overall, ICRA expects GDP growth to improve to 5.3-5.5% in 2014-15 from 4.7% in 2013-14. 
 
Prolonged pause likely for Repo rate: In August 2014, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) reiterated its commitment to the disinflationary path of taking CPI inflation to 8% by January 
2015 and 6% by January 2016. A decline in the monsoon and sowing deficits in August 2014 has reduced the severity of concerns regarding the near term inflation outlook. The extent 
of emphasis placed by the RBI in August 2014 on the eventual target of containing CPI inflation below 6% by January 2016, suggests an extended pause for the policy Repo rate. A 
combination of global and domestic factors would influence the inflation trajectory over the course of 2015, including commodity prices, the strength of the INR, monsoon dynamics, 
impact of Government measures to ease supply-side issues related to food prices, fiscal consolidation as well as revival in aggregate demand, casting ambiguity on the timing and 
direction of the next rate change. In addition to domestic inflation dynamics, the impact of the eventual commencement of an interest rate hiking cycle by the US Federal Reserve on 
exchange rate volatility and India’s external sector vulnerability is likely to influence policy rate changes over the coming quarters.  
 
Vulnerability of external sector remains contained: Indian exports are likely to record moderate expansion in the remainder of FY15, given the expectation of a mild pickup in global 
growth, erosion of competitiveness of Indian exports on account of sticky inflation, and bleak outlook for exports of agricultural & allied products following a weak monsoon. A revival 
in domestic consumption or investment is likely to boost growth of non-oil, non-gold imports in H2FY15. However, commodity prices remain broadly benign, easing the pressure on 
import costs. In particular, the recent easing in the price of the Indian crude oil basket has moderated the outlook for the oil import bill while demand growth appears to have been 
arrested to an extent by the regular monthly revisions in the retail price of diesel. However, based on the permission accorded to additional entities to import gold and actual imports 
of a substantial ~USD 9 billion in April-July 2014, we have revised our forecast for the gold import bill for FY15 to ~USD 25 billion from USD 15-20 billion, assuming a continuation of 
the 20:80 scheme and gold prices remaining in the range of USD 1,200-1,300 per ounce. In the base case scenario, we expect the current account deficit to widen to ~USD 37-42 
billion or ~1.8-2.0% of GDP from USD 32 billion in FY14. 
 
Given the anticipation of a mild recovery in domestic growth, easy global liquidity conditions and continued interest rate differentials between India and advanced economies, we 
expect FII flows into India to continue over the remainder of 2014-15, albeit at a slower pace than what was recorded in April-July 2014. With capital inflows expected to comfortably 
cover the current account deficit, a rise in foreign exchange reserves and an easing in refinancing risk related to external debt in the near term, concerns regarding India’s external 
sector are likely to remain muted in FY15, which would support the INR over the coming quarters. However, expectations of rate hikes in 2015 by the US Federal Reserve are likely to 
impart secular strength to the USD going forward. In this context, India’s relatively high inflation would exert added pressure on the INR, which may adversely impact Indian 
Corporates that do not have a natural hedge and increase the fiscal burden of fuel subsidies (with INR depreciation likely to widen under-recoveries on the retail sale of various fuels). 
At present, we expect the INR to remain the range of Rs. 59-63/USD over the near term. In ICRA’s view, introduction of supply-side measures to rein in inflation, augmentation of 
foreign exchange reserves and further reduction of fuel subsidies (through reducing under-recoveries related to LPG) would help to alleviate concerns regarding India’s external sector 
in the event of hardening of global interest rates and liquidity conditions.  
 
Concerns persist regarding achievement of fiscal targets: Despite the expectation of a mild recovery in GDP growth, curtailing the fiscal deficit to 4.1% of GDP for 2014-15 seems 
challenging, given the optimistic assumptions for net tax revenue growth (20%) as well as the actual performance in Q1FY15. The realization of the budgeted targets for other 
revenues would be influenced by market conditions prevailing at the time of the telecom auction and disinvestment issuances. Moreover, progress towards improving the efficiency 
of Government expenditure is expected to be limited in the current fiscal, given that the Expenditure Management Commission would only present its interim report during 2014-15.   
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